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Coin master is an online only slot machine-style game which can be played anywhere in the world as long as you have an internet connection. The
aim of the game is to earn new coins while playing mini games such as “slide or splat”, “tap the fish”, or “striped fish swim”. These games are short,
only lasting 20 seconds on average. The purpose of each game is to collect as many gold coins and gems which are the two main currencies in the

game. The coins you collect may be used to spin the wheel when you have a “wheel spin”, and the gems may be exchanged for clothes,
backgrounds, or other items such as achievement badges which contribute to your level. There are also very small amounts of other currencies in

the game such as diamonds, but there is no use for these at all.",

The game has received positive reviews from multiple independent publications, including TouchArcade who gave the title a rating of 4.5 stars out
of 5. It has also been featured on the front page of the App Store in multiple regions where it is available for purchase including Canada, United

States, United Kingdom and Australia. Reviews have praised the game for its addictive nature along with innovative and unique gameplay
elements.",

Overall I found Coin master to be a fairly quick game to play, although it is not as addictive as some of the other games on this site. I would
recommend giving it a try for 50 minutes or so and see if you enjoy it before you decide whether to purchase it at all. The game itself is free but
there are unlockables such as achievements and costumes which can’t be unlocked unless you decide to spend your in-game coins (which costs

about $2 per million coins). You can also still play the free version of the game without spending your coins, but you won't be able to unlock all the
achievements and costumes as you progress through the game.",

In January 2017 Moon Active announced that they had signed an agreement with Netflix to develop a free to play mobile version of Coin Master
for Android and iOS devices. The game was later released in beta form as of February 2018. It is titled "Coin Master: Poke Map" and is similar to
other games developed by Moon Active such as Poke Monsters World Tour. This version of the game allows players to view the world around
them (using real location coordinates) and find loot based on their current location within the game. Collectible items such as equipment, potions

and rare drops can also be found.",
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